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LAZY
KRAZV
DIDs at a machine near you
Central Florida Kraze keeps the long, hot
days fun with the summer leagues.

- SEE SPORTS, A6

•
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On-campus rental solution in a box
the movie is dropped back into the
rental box. If the renter keeps or
loses the disc, then after 10 late
'
'
The newest vending machine fees, an extra fee is charged to
on ,~ampus d~esn't sell crackers, cover the expense of the DVD canay bar~. or' soda - instead, it $35 per movie . or $75 per video
ren'.ts popµlar movies and video game.
Said Salinger: "We're encourag:having, a· mo'ckbuster ing t:lrem to return the movies."
on'camphst said Tony Sajpiger, the
.~ Carlos Villaflores; who set up
the DVD vending machine; said,
DVD vending maehirte's owner.
;Located betwe~n tlle UCF book- "Not every sttident has transportastore and Chick-fil-A, the Box · tion. .Sometimes they just want to
.
Office Express Movie and Game go on foot."
"The goal is to make it as conRental machine holds up to 650
venient as possible for the stuDVDs.
Salinger mentiol;led that unlike dents," said Salinger. ''You've got to
Blockbuster and ,6ther retailers, go to class anyway. So you can just
which close after a certain time, the drop [the DVD] off on your way to
DVD vending machine' is always class or on your way back to the
open· for business. "It's a true 24- dorm." ·
Each transaction can process
hour rental," he said.
The 24-hour movie rental costs up to three DVDs at a time using
$2.99, and a five-day video-game the built-in personal computer
rental runs for $5.99. Ail extra $1.99 system.
Salinger wants to assure stuper day late fee is accrued until the
DVD is returned. '
dents of the machine's security.
The machine accepts only cred- "It's foolproof. The machine can't
it cards-no-cash or smart cards.
PLEASE SEE 24-HOUR ON A4
The credit card is not charged until .
MONICA PANAKOS
Staff Writer

•

SeniorStaff Writer

JAN SVOBODA I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The rental box, which should be working by early next week, allows customers to rent movies and games.

Red means go in new wildfire alert system
·Arboretum would
have been ranked as
), high risk before blaze
\.

VUAY PATTISAPU
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- ~ new "Wildland Fire Risk
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Assessment System" announced
last week could help keep other
Florida universities from catching
ablate. The system maps fire risk
across the state.
Florida Agriculture Commissioner Charles Bronson announces
the new "Wildland Fire Risk
Assessment System." The climax of
a -t wo-year project, ·this system
maps risk of fire across the state.
According to Florida's Agricul- ·
ture Commissioner Charles Bronson, the. climax of a two-year proj- ·
ect will use satellites and computers
to compile several layers of data,
including level and type of vegeta. tion, wildfire historY. ·population
density and climate.
The result is a final "Level of
Concern" layer coverj.llg the entire
state, with red color-coding-for high
risk and green coding for fow risk.
UCF's campus and the surrounding area read between orange
and red.
. 'We want ready, aim, fire instead .
of ready, fire, aim," says Jim Brenner,
Fire Management Administrator of
the Florida Division of Forestry.
He said that firefighters with
current resources are able to ''handle the total fire load" for 97 percent
of the state's wildfires. The new sys- ·
tem aims to help with the remaining

SHELDON COOLMAN I CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

Had ~he fire risk system been in place, the UCF Arboretum would have been•known to be a high-risk area for wildfires. Controlled burnings at the UCF Arboretum
could have stifled some of the burning that occurred June .3. causing less of the area to be affected. Above, a firefighter hoses down the site of the fire.

3 percent.
The map will b~ used for everything from fire station positioning
to homeowner education to urban
planning. Moreover, it will help firefighters <;:hoose where to concentrate their efforts when resources
are stressed.
Said Brenner: "If you have one
truck and one gallon of gas, drive to
a red area."
Stout planned the last controlled
burning at UCF in June of last year
in sections of north campus. Controlled burnings 'do not prevent for-

mgh-speed
network puts ·_
UCF out front
NASEEM SOWTI

•
I

-SEE NE~S,A2

·Nine Florida schools back
new Internet-like technology ~

g~~~~ '1ik~

,.

·software ridin°g on the idea downloaders will ,
be too frustrated to continue file-sharing.

est fires, but ensure reduced inten- square mile in Central Florida 40
sity by cleaning out underbrush times every year - the biggest
should one occur. The Arboretum cause of wildfires. "If it doesn't
burn, it's probably not from here," ·
has never had a controlled burn.
, U:µchecked debris growth and says Brenner.
Before the Arboretum caught
dominant ground vegetation not
only suffocate smaller plants but fire June 3, the last wildfire on camprovide fuel for wildfires. Addition- pus was in 1995, according to Jack
ally, controlled fires leave nutrient- ' Stout, a biology professor. The 1995
rich ash, improve drought resist.,. fire blazed over 12 to 14 acres ance - because fewer but larger only touching the Arboretum's
trees remain - and maintain plant eastern edge.
•
diversity.
There are 26 million acres of
Most of our ecosystems are firedependent. Lightning hits every
PLEASE SEE CONTROLLED ON A4

A new high-bandwidth optical network,
connecting Florida's research institutes, will
provide a 100-fold increase in data transfer
capacity. This network, Florida LambdaRail, is
an initiative by nine Florida public and private
universities and is part of a larger national
research network, National LainbdaRail.
'
"The primary objective of ·FLR is · to
enhance· and improve the capacity and.quality
of communication among Florida LambdaRail
members as well as other state and. national
research organizations and universities," said .
Joel Hartman, vice provost of Information
Technologies and Resource, and the UCF qesignated representative on FLR's board of directors.
Hartman added that FLR will facilitate scientific, academic and clinical research, and it
will play a major role in the area's economic
development.
"FLR is strategically important," said Larry
Conrad, assodate vice president for technology integration and chief information officer at
Florida: State .University. "We are building a
netWorking infrastructure that will enable us
to run multiple 10 gigabyte networks at the
same time. [This speed] is 10,()00 times faster
than the regular cable network."
The idea of initiating the FLR started a year
and a half ago, and within a short period of
time, nine universities committed themselves
to the limited liability company.
"[UCF] immediately understood the importance of such infrastructure," Conrad said.
FLR will work much like the Internet. However, Hartman said, "FLR will provide significantly greater capacity and improved technical
performance.
"[Florida] LambdaRail basically eliminate.s the issue of place among faculty and staff," ·he said. "It helps you rethink
how you collaborate. And this is one of the
most exciting things [about FLR]."
In an effort to explain the large capacity of
FLR, Conrad said, "There is a particular accel.erator that generates files measured in terabyte (each terabyte is one trillion · bytes).
Right now if we want to transfer this data from
one university to another, it will take days.
With LambdaRail it will take only 15 minutes."
"It redefines the type of research we can
do," he added.
LambdaRail in Florida will consist of a
fiber-optic loop that uses already:.laid dark
fiber. · The consortium is currently in the
process of negotiating a long-term lease for
about 1,500 miles of fiber provided by a private
company. FLR is planned to go live by December 2004.
Each of the participating universities has
purchased up to four shares of this comp~y.
The consortium has a $19 million budget for .
the next fi~e years.
Several other states are also committing to
state networking projects similar to. Florida
LambdaRail.
.
''A recent example is LouisJana, which has .a
$25 million Louisiana Optical Networking Initiative that just receiveafinancial commitment
from state government and the state university
Board of Regents," said Hartman. Other states
with similar initiatives include Texas, OklaPLEASE SEE

SOON ON A4

Streaming technology lawSuit targets pornography and universities
Some Internet porn
sites ~e fighting
supposed patent

•
•

GREG GIDDEN
Staff Writer

•

•
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Linda Malone teaches an engineering dass during Summer C, which uses both live instruction
and twoOway interactive TV. The dass may use streaming technology.

Streaming audio and video
technology is commonly and
freely used for. many applications. Despite the widespread
use, the company Acacia
Research Corp. claims to have
patents on these technologies
and is trying to earn a profit by
actively pursuing . patent
infringement lawsuits against
those who use either.
Acacia's Web site claims its

patents give it the rights to
"audio and audio/video transmission and receiving systems
commonly known as audio-ondemand, video-on-demand,
and audio/video streaming." It
lists these technologies as
being "used for distributing
digital content ·via several
means including ·internet,
cable, satellite and wireless systems."
. Darin Hughes, audio · pro.- .
. ducer at the Media at UCF
Convergence Laboratory in the
Institute for Simulation and
Training, expressed his doubts
about Acacia's· cl~s. "This
technology is so widely used
and available that it is· ubiquitous within the realm of digital
media/' Hughes said.

"If it is proven that Acacia letters were online pornogradoes indeed have the rights to phy companies. Some of the
_this technology, then not only larger corporations, such as
would major internet, cable, Playboy Enterprises, Inc.,
satellite, and wireless content signed patent licenses without
providers be in patent vioia- hesitation, but smaller compa:.
tion, almost the entire media nies were more reluctant.
technology industry, all the Th~re is currently a legal battl~ ·
way down-to the small Internet between a group of smaller
radio stations, would be in debt pornography companies fight:_
to Acacia," he added.
ing against Acacia in court and
Acacia received the first of tentative rulings are expected
five United States patents in by July.
.
Acacia has recently focused
July of 1992, and their most
recent patent was issued in · its attention toward instituNovember of 2000. After being tions of higher education due
awarded these, Acacia has been to the increasing popularity qf
sending notices of patent online cours.e s. It has already
infringement to organizations signed licensing deals · with
they feel are unlawfully using three universities, two of them
their technologies.
PLEASE SEE SIGNING ON AS
The initial targets of these

.

Around Cam12us
Pick pizza and a party
At 11 am. today, the Student
Gove'rnment Association will
sponsor. a voter's drive, with
free pizza, outside the Student
Union.
The SGA Office in Student
Union Room 214 also has the
forins students need to fill out
to register to' vote.
The Orange Coilnty primary elections take place Aug.
31, and the general election
occurs Nov. 2. Voters must be
registered by Aug. 2 to vote in
the primary and by Oct. 4 to
vote in the general election.

Planning now
The last day to drop classes for Summer B (if you registered for them after May 14) is
Friday at 11:59 p.m
The last day to withdraw
from classes in Summer B is
July 9 at 11:59 p.m.
To withdraw, go to Polaris
at http://connect.ucf.edu.

One week left
The Rosen School of Hospitality Management will have
the exhibit "Tacky Treasures:
Vintage Florida Souvenirs"
for one more week in its
library.
In cooperation with the
Orange County Regional His- '
tory Center, the Rosen Library
display has artifacts that capture Florida's association with
"tacky" mementos, trinkets
and souvenirs of all kinds.
The Rosen School is located at 9907 Universal Blvd.,
near International Drive. For
more information, see the
library's
homepage
at
http://library.ucf.edu/rosen.

Less cards to carry

'

f

Three minutes 0£ static target students·
file-share. Before registering for
their first class at UCF, all
incoming students must sign an
agreement stating they are
aware that file sharing on the
campus server is illegal.
For those students who may
not remember signing this
BRIDGET RYAN
agreement, the Office ofStudent
Staff Writer
Conduct re-emphasizes the polhnagine downloading the lat- icy for ten minutes out of every
est hit from Outkast, only to find 10-hour orientation session.
you really downloaded a threeStill. Tanya Cepero, coordinaminute
public
service tor for the office, isn't sure
· announcement on why file shar- UCF's efforts dissuade. students
ing is illegal. Would you stop, from downloading are ever·
run out and immediately buy going to be as effective as the
the CD to make up for your university would like. She said,
wrongdoing - or would you "I think students just try and
just search for a different file?
push their boundaries to see if
For Katie Wolczanski, a UCF they really will get caught."
health services graduate stuComputer Services usually
dent, it would be an easy deci- catches students when they
sion.
receive a complaint from an out"I wouldn't stop download- side source. 'We react to excesing just because of one bad sive network utilization that
copy," she said. "I would keep impairs other user's ability to
trying to find the song unless use the shared network,"
every file I downloaded was said Robert Scott, assobad."
ciate director of ComWhile many students like puter Services.
Wolczanski are persistent, new
When students are
anti-piracy software developed found using excess
at the University of'I\.tlsa could amounts of the netcurb student's file-sharing work, the Office of
enthusiasm
Student
Conduct
Professor John Hale, co-cre- steps in. First, the stuator of the new program, told dent's port is shut
the Chronicle of H1gher Educa- down, and that person
tion that his software surveys receives a letter. It· is
entire networks for copyrighted then the student's
songs. If it finds pirated materi- responsibility to call the
al, it floods the network with office and make an
usele~s decoys meant to confuse appointment for a hearing.
the downloader. •
At the hearing, the fileThese decoys could be just sharing policies are gone over
bad copies, public service in detail, and students are either
announcements or static noise. given a warning or probation.
Other decoys have' circulated Many times students also have
file-sharing networks in the to write a three- to five-page
past, but Hale's software is more essay on ethical standards.
advanced - it automatically Cepero adds that although studistributes the decoys.
dents at first may not be disHale is among many who are suaded to file-share, she never
trying to thwart file sharing has had a repeat offender.
efforts. UCF has numerous staff
Both the University of South
members educatiJ)g, warning Florida and Florida State Uniand punishing students who versity have similar policies. At

Program creates
dummy songs to
deter file-sharers

USF, students' login IDs !lfe suspended, and disciplinarY actions
are taken by the Student Affairs
Office.'
At Florida State, if students
are unable to prove ownership
of copyrighted software, they
are denied access to the University's IT resources. In some
cases students are .referred to
law-enforcement agencies.
Even though the new software tries to frustrate file-sharers, many are s~eptical of its
effectiveness. TWenty-two-yearold Todd Korkosz, a Psychology
and Criminal Justice Major, is
among the skeptics.
"I don't think the new software will stop people from
downloading, because as long as
people are not being punished
they won't stop," he said. Government
leg- _

ing to push two bills through
Congress that would punish
copyright violators.
The Senate's "Pirate Act"
would bring civil charges and
fines against violators. The
House of ~prese:ntatives' crqninal bill, the Piracy Deterrence
and Education Act of 2004,
would imprison a violfttor for up
to three years.
.
.
If the bills do go into effect,
the JUstice Department would
receive $2 million for motjtoring the file-sharing. Fortunately
for file-sharers, the two bills
have not yet been passed and are
being kept on an "informal
hold."
,
Hale believes his software
would avoid such punishments
and would be a worthwhile
investment to universities and
the RIAA. His unorthodox
approach has already been
demonstrated for potential
investors, and the software is ready to be sold.
Still. UCF students
have little to fear
from this effort to
thwart downloaders,
as
UCFwon'tbe
one of the
buyers. ·
'What
would be the
purpose of
generating
additional network traffic?"
asked Scott.
"We prefer to
educate
students on responsible use of the
network, as it is a
limited resource
,.iruµntained in sup.• pop: of the educa. · tional. administrative and research
functions ofthe
university."

W~ek In Stjence

•

NASEEM SOWTI
SeniorStaff Writer

More on the stem cell frontier
Britain is considering the
first request to clone human
embryos for ,scientific
research.
Ate.am at the University
of Newcastle upon Tyme in
Britain has asked the Human
Fertilization and Embryology
Autl].o~i_ty f9r a license to create embryos· from which
stem cells would be harvested for medical research. The
embryos, whicli are allowed
to develop only until they are
14 days old, will be used to
create
insulin-producing
cells.
These cells can be transplanted into diabetic patients
as a method of treatment.
During the same week, a ,
fertility clinic in Chicago •
,announced that it created a.
large library of embryonic J
stem cell lines. ·
This announcement is significant because many of the •
cell lines carry disease genes
and can be useful in studying
illnesses with a genetic component. The rising numberof
laboratories with a focus on
stem cell research could '
increase pressure on President George W. Bush to
change his stem cell policy.

Stalkers can have imaginary friends, too

'E ver wonder why your
friend never laughs during an
episode of Seinfeld?
Scientists at Dartmouth
College's Center for Cognitive Neuroscience might
.._
have an answer. Their
research shows that getting a
joke occurs in specific brain
regions different from those •
involved in finding it funn'y. ' ·
The researchers used
functional magnetic reso-·
•
nance imaging on subjrcts
watching episodes of either
Seinfeld or The Simpsons.
They found that humor
'
detection occurs in the left
side of the brain, whereas '
humor appreciation occurs ·
in emotional areas deeper
inside the brain.
The study is the first to
I'
test the kind of humor people,
often experience in life. Sci- ./'
entists stress that this is just
preliminary study, and .i
some people don't find J1,
Simpsons funny; it would /le
premature to say that tlley
have a defective frontal lobe.

fi

an

Correction

Let us know

JS-

w/UCF ID

/'

OPEN 7 DAYS
FRI llam • I lpm

..

7 Alafaya Woods, Ste 1000, Oviedo

407-706-021 7tax 407- 706-0256

lunch menu available

1

I CHEESE PIZZAS

I CHEESE PIZZAS I

: $15 99 : $1 3 99 :
.

I

I
Top pings $1 .SO
I
I a dditiona l eac h pizza I

•

Add $1 .25 for each
topping·- each p izza

:

TOPPING & 1 o

:

1

WINGS(orKNOTS) I
& 2 LITER SODA
.1

I
I

•

$1 5 95

1
I

~-----------+-----------+-----------4
1 MEDIUM CHEESE I
2 MEDIUM
I SATURDAy
PIZZA w / ONE
TOPPING & 10
WINGS (or KNOTS)
& 2 LITER SODA

:
1

$1 3 95

I
I

•

.,

Italian Grill & Pizzeria

r-----------·-----------T-----------·
2 LARGE :2 MEDIUM: ~~E;/~EN~E
•

•

0·1ne In • Take Out • Delivery • Catering

sAT 11am - lopm
SUN 4pm • 9pm

I

i..,.

~,..ui
..
11

103 OFF
MON • THURS 11 am - 1Opm

•

Did you get that joke?

isla-.
Effective July 1, photocopytors
ing, computer and microfiche
and the
printing in the library and the
Recording
Curriculum Materials Center
Industry Assoin the Education Building will
ciation of Ameribe paid with UCF ID cards.
ca agree with
The old print cards will no
Korkosz and are trylonger be used.
As part of this change all
existing copy machines will
be replaced with new photocopiers, and a new color printer and color copier.
Cash balances on existing
library copy cards can be
transferred to the UCF cards
at the UCF Card office in the
breath test showed a .207/ .210
HEIDI A. DE VRIES
Within half an hour, Den- 'Just follow me home'
John T. Washington Center,
]0:ichael
Clark,
25,
tried
to
blood~alcohol
level.
Managing
Editor
nany
and
Sgt.
Melody
Carpenacross from the bookstore,
ter neticed Diceglie driving in insiSt to po · 9~cers that he
beginning July 1. Cash-ttrCliip
Frank Diceglie, 20,
his car with two passengers was fully capable of driving . GgaretteswiU .•. getyouarrested
machines are being installed
Officer .Anthony Lupo saw a
in the library for students to · had ·been stalking a ..,..£~ outside of 0~ woman's home after a ,n.i,ght.out ~t the
i .
~ apartment building.
female UCF student .~
Ale House: Ph Jtlne '1tnu:6und WQW all dfop empty package
add value to the UCF cards. ,
3:30
am,
he
'tri~l:f·to~"convince
·of
cigarettes
i:>ut
her
car
window
Cosmetic
surgery
gets
infectious
·
for
a
couple
ofweeks,
'3,"lfi~'~)!J)\
Dennany
asked_Diceglie
For more information, see
Twelve women from tthe
according to UCF '{fif[ !{/f'liif' where he was commg from Officer Amir Paymayesh that while at the stop sign at Greek
the
library's
flier
at
Police. She had report- · ,!/f;.J.111 The man answered that he he was fine to drive.
Park Drive and Gemini BouleUnited States who had ~os~ ·
http://library.ucf.edu/ Admined Diceglie earlier for
had been at a friend's h_ouse.
metic surgery in the Domini~
According
to
Officer vard.
istration/Facilities/Flyer.pdf.
following her and robbing her, When pressed for more infor- Clement Punter, Clark had a
Lupo followed the vehicle to
can Republic have developed
and police arrested him on May mation, Diceglie said the blue paper wristband on, the entrance to the McDonald's
a rare bacterial skin infec-,
23.
friend's name was Mike John- blood-shot and watery eyes, a on Alafaya Trail and Strategy
tion.
1
According to the woman, son and that they had been flushed face and the smell of Drive.
The infection, whiah isDiceglie const~tly calls her watching a spelling bee on tele- alcohol on his breath.
Lupo asked for the driver's
caused by Mycobacterium
cell phone, shows up to her vision, but he couldn't tell the
Clark agreed to do any tests license, registration and proof of
abscessus, is characteriz~d by.,..
The Futtire incorrectly
school, and hangs around out- officer what Johnson's building, to prove that he was able to insurance. Lara Beth Cunnningpus that collects under the
identified a track and field
side her apartment building in apartment or phone number drive and attempted the exer- ham, 20, found the documents
skin.
Other
symJ?toms
athlete in "Over the High
'Pegasus Landing when she was, according to police.
cises the officers put him and handed them over. Accordinclude swelling, wa:rmth
jump,'' in the June 16 edition.
checks her mail.
Dennany called University through. During the field sobri- ing to Lupo, Cunningham's eyes
and tenderness around the
Two photographs incorOn June 5, the woman filled · Dispatch and couldn't find any ety tests, he told the officers he were blood-shot and glassy, and
site of infection.
•
rectly identified an athlete as
out a report stating that her car Mike Johnson living in Pegasus drank two beers, one shot of he could smell alcohol on her
Although the source of
LesSundra Ford.
had been burglarized.
Landing. He arrested Diceglie tequila and one rum-and-Coke breath. He asked her where
the
infection
remainsThe subject', .in the top
At 12:13 am on June 6, the for stalking and searched the cocktail.
she'd been and she said
unknown, the CDC investiphoto on page A7 is· actually .
woman called UCF Police car. The two passengers were
After p erforming poorly on Pounder's, where she had two
gators believe that the bacKimWapph.
· when she saw ·Diceglie looking found to be minors and were the sqbrt~ry ~~ark report- ·· rum-and-Coke cocktails.
terium could have grown in
around her car.
released to their parents. Den- edll@~ffy~'Qm~~ts t~at h~ · '~ I'lfp~9rmed the ~obriety
disinfectant solutions. !
Cpl. Dale Dennany took nany found a plastic bag con- should o~·able 'to d:riveltome if tests. and arrested Cunmngham
All procedures took place'
down a description of.Diceglie taining marijuana, a home- someone\Vould just'.follow him foi; di:ivrng mid.er the influence.,
in Santa Domingo between
. and his car. The woinan also rolled cigar filled with to make sure he made it safely. At the Orange County DUI
May 2003 and February
showed the officer a temporary marijuana, and a Spider-Man Clark was arrested and trans- Testing Center she was found
2004. Desp ite treatments,
injunction she had obtained · mask with the eyes and mouth ported to the Orange County to have a .144/ .138 blood-alconot all patients have Coi;n.The Future wants to hear
against Diceglie.
cut out, according to the report. DUI Testing Center, where a hol level.
pletely healed.
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and
want your information to be
June 23, 2004 • Volume 36, Issue 67 • 12 Pages
considered for the Around
Campus column, send a fax to ·
Phone: 407-447-4555 • Fax: 407-447-4556
407-447-4556 or an e-mail to
www.UCFnews.com • 3361 Rouse Road, Suite 200, Orlando, FL 32817
(e/ebmting 35 years
editor@ucfnews.com. The
The Student Newspaper Serving UCF Since 1968
The Central Florida Future publishes on Mondays ana Thursdays in fall and spring and Wednesdays during summer.
deadlines is 5 p.m Monday for
the Wednesday edition.
One free copy of the Central Rorida Future permitted per issue. If available, additional copies may be purchased from ouroffice with prior approval for $1each. Newspaper theft is a crime. Violators may be subject to dvil and criminal prosecution and/or universit)i discipline.

Police Beat

••

I
1

CHEESE PIZZAS
w/ONE TOPPING
& GARLIC KNOTS
& 2 LITER SODA

$1 9 99
•

I
1

:
1

••
·MATTRESS SOLD IN SETS
·twlN

·FULL

QUEEN

KING

$35~ s39~ s49~. $99!h

•

Mattresses sold separately at similar saving

SPECIAL

$ • 99 SLICE

I 11:00am -5:00pmONLY
I
Pick Up Only

-----------4-----------~----------FAMiLY
SPEtiAL $3~oo oi=i=-$30.00-ci";·MoRE

A~L ~~o; ~~,;~R;s-;.c~e~~ ': NO CHECKS~£'.~; ;A;:;o-w;H-A;V~r~~ ;;;R

•

.

A4.-.::.:__.:.__::~~~~~~~~____:::.__~~~~-=-~~~~~~:.....-~-=-~_::_~_:_~~---'-~_.:._~~~~~~~__:._~___::~~---'---'-~~~Ju~ne~2~3,=20~0~4_·=(tntnf==~1foriba~~:Juti~mi

To ·Your Health
I

•

NASEEM SOWTI
Staff Writer

Swimming with parasites

FREE LEGAL SERVICES
States. NLR went live ·'in
November 2003. '
Although
currently
research institutes and uni-·
versities are the only participants in FLR, other
research and governmental
organizations are expected
to be able to connect tb FLR
·'
' in the future.
"The primary purpose of
·
·
such connections would be
to · participate . in joint
research or oth'er partnerFROM Al
ship activities with ·FLR
homa, North Carolina, and member institutions,'' said .
.California.
Hartman.
,
The NLR, with a goal is
~~s a network owned and
to provide a national scale operated by Florida colleges
infrastructure for resear,ch and universities, FLR will
and experimentation, will provide greater ·responsivelink the nat~on's technology ~ ness to the needs of higher '
centers across the United education iJ?. the state,'' said

Soon, other
researchers
Will be able
to Connect

~

On th~ network.
Florida'Lambda Rail includes
. these member institutions:
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Florida Atlantic University
It's a hot, swmy day. A few
. Florida Institute ofTechnology
birds are chirping here and
Florida International University
there, and the next best thing
Florida State University'
besides a sip of an ice-cold ·
N.ova Southeastern. University
drink is a dip into cool water.
University of Central Florida
The last thing on your·mind,
University of Florida
. however, is the slew of paraUniversity of Miami
sites lurking in the water-:- be
it a pool, a river, a lake or an
University of West Florida
ocean.
You are not alone. Millions
'
.Hartman.
fLR will also
of people visit recreational
allow UCF to acquire com- .
water sites each year. Unformodity Internet bandwidth
tunately though, a percentage
at a much loweF cost than
of these water-lovers pick up
what the university is curwhat is known as recreational
rently paying.
water illness, or RWI. Most
swimmers.aren't even aware
th~t they can get sick from
· RWI - which is often caused
by poor maintenance of water
sites. ·
"RWis are illnesses that are
spread by swallowing, breath- ·
year. To avoid the smoke and of the best fire prevehtion pro.FROM Al
ing, or having contact with
possible liability from con:.. grams. Many firefighters and
contaminated water from
trolled burnings, some coun- analysts from other sfates and
swimming pools, spas, lakes,
wild lands in Florida Brenner ties have used more expensive even · other .countries come
rivers or oceans," according to
recommends tl_i.at controlled - and sometimes ·l ess effec- here to study the program. .
a statement from the Centers
burnings be done on 4 million tive - methods like herbiHe added that fires should
for Disease Control National
"flatwoods" acres per year. cides, buildozers or manual decrease in number now, as
statistics show that 36 percent
However
burnings
are clearing of . forest under- the "fire season" typically ends
,
of these .illnesses come' from
planned for only around 2 mil- growth.
around mid-June. ·- '.
pools, 59 percent from lakes,·
. lion acres.
However, in light of his · ·· The . Wildland Fire -Risk
and .4 percent from springs.
Florida's · wetlands also experience at national.parks Assessment System is online
According to recent data
require controlled burnings-· across the country, Brenner at http://flame.fl-dof.com/
released by the CDC, most
but only one to two million per considers. Florida to have one risk/.
RWis occur in the months of .
· June, July and August. Additionally, the data shows that
Florida is one of the states
people on any diet that
•Cons~me foods high in
with higher RWI rates.
restricts food, such as the calcium at least three times a
There ar~ several cautiongrapefruit diet, the ' lemonade day.
,
ary notes that Florida college
•Commit to regular exerdiet and even the Atkin's diet,
student can take in order to
are losing weight simply cise. Start with short periods of
avoidRWis: ·
because they are eating fewer exercise and increase the dma. 1. Avoid stagnant 'waters:
calories. The problem with tion and frequency of exercise
"Naegleria fowleri is found in
most diets is · 'that we view gradually - .every one to two
warm, stagnant lakes, and it's
them as temporary - after all, weeks. You will begin to see .
universally fatal," said Dr.
who could possibly go through some fitness and weight beneJames Schaus, a family physitheir whole life eating only fits with only 20 minutes of
cian at the Student Health
grapefruit or drinking only exercise tliree times a week.
Center. This parasite enters
lemonade? Tiie diet soon ends, Slowly work your way up to 30
the human body through the
the "fad" victim resumes their . to qO minutes of exercise five
nose, and infects the nervous
former pattern of overindul- tiines a week. This is where
system. "It is very import;ant
gence, and the weight quickly you will attain maximum ben.::
to avoid swimming in shallow
efit for weight loss. .
finds its way back. ·
lakes, rivers, and stagnant
The key to sustained weight
· •De-super size your food. A
waters," he said. Schaus ~so
loss, therefore, is to make quarte!-pound cheeseburger,
cautioned against diving into
dietary and lifestyle changes large french fries, and large
KELLY ROBERTS, MD
the lakes, since Naegleria
UCF Health Services
that you can continue for a non-diet soda total around
enters the system through the
long time. The .best way to do 1,350 calories. By instead ·
nose.
Every time I go off of a diet, this is to avoid restricting too ' selecting a regular sized ham2. Don't swallow recreburger, s_m all fries, and small
my weight seems to bounce right many foods from your diet.
ational water: CryptosporidiHere are a few tips for loos- drink, the calorie count drops
back up. What is the best way to
um (Crypto) .is. a germ that
.
lose weight and how can I keep ing weight with a diet that you . to about 620 cplories.
causes .diarrhea, which can
•Seve'r al siud'ies · · have
can maintain for a longtime:
the weight off?
last up to two weeks. It is
•Drink more water - at shown that we can promote
found in infected people's
weight loss simply by writing
If you.consume more calo- least eight glasses per day.
_stool and cannot be seen by
•Fill up on fruits and veg- down what we eat. Try keepries than you burn off, you will
the naked eye. During the past
gain weight. If you burn more etables - at least five servings ing a list for just two weeks of
two decades, Grypto has .
what and how much you eat.
calories through daily activity per day.
become recognized as one of
Many people ask me aboµt
•Go light on the "lite" beer.
and exercise than you eat, you
the most common caus{!s of
Even "lite" beer is packed with over-the-counter weight-loss
will·lose weight.
waterborne illness in the
Therefore, the unfortunate calories - abtmt 99 calories pills.. The Food and Drug
United States. This germ is
reality
of the weight-loss battle per 12 fluid ounces, compared Administration.does not regiiprotected by an 1outer shell, · · really boils .down to "eat less, with regular beer at 117 calories late thes~ substances. Hence,
which makes it resistant to
exercise more." There are no per 12 fluid OUI).ces. Be espe- most of the o:ver,,.the-counter
chlorine disinfection. "Don't
magic pills or foods that will cially cautious about some diet pills . a:re untested, and ·
swallow recreational water,
mixed drinks - an eight- · some, are even unsafe. There
make the pounds slip away. .
because it doesn't .take a lot of
So, you ask, how do all of ounce strawberi"y daiquiri are a few prescription medicaCrypto to cause illness,"
the "fad diets" work? They .weighs in at 450 calories. Con- tions for weight-loss that;
explained Schaus.
sider switching to diet soda if when ilsed in conjunction with
work by restricting calories.
3. Shower after using a hot
. Numerous scientific stud- you currently drink regular diet and exercise, can increase
tub: P$fU(iomonas aeruginosa
the amount of ;weight loss.
ies ha:ve demonstrated that· soda
causes what is known as the
"hot tub rash." Heat dissipates
chlorine quickly, and the levels· of 't he chemical ·can ·drop
significantly if the tUb is not
well-maintained. The chemical-free water ·provides · a
friendly enviroI111lent to
. germs. Pseudomonas causes
dermatitis, which is characterized by a bumpy red rash. ·
FROM Al
"If 59 people use that tub, it
will become a bacterial pool,"
make a mistake." He added
explained Schaus. "So it is
that a customer. service numvery important · to shower
ber is printed on each receipt
immedfutely after.using a hot
in case the student needs
·
1tub,'' he continued.
assistance or wants to report a .
4. Be aware of sea lice epidamaged disc in order to
demics: "There are many sea
receive a refund. '
lice ·outbreaks in Flofida,
. S~linger said of 'the 900especially in South Florida,''
pound vending machine, "It's
said Schaus. Sea lice, which
built like a vault. There are no
are jellyfish larvae, lodge onto
' hidden 'receipts or anything
bathing suits. If the larvae
left behind."
sting the iridividual, they will
Villaflores predicts the
cause a rash that can last for
- CARLOS VILLAFLORES
machine will be successful. "I ·
BOX OFFICE EXP.RESS MOVIE
up to a week. "We have qtiite a
think [the location] js going to
AND GAME RENTAL
few cases at UCF [Health ·
be fantastic,'' he said. "There's
. Center],'' Scha'us added.•
. so qiuch traffic through there
5. DON'T swim ifyou have
and. we were getting a lot of
diarrhea
attention. People were asking · the place," Villaflores pre6. Practice 'good hygiene:
dicts. "People are gettipg tired
U$ tons of questions the whole
Take a shower before swimtime we were there [setting of Blockbuster and they don't
ming and wash your hands
up]. The initial buzz that was want to wait for Netflix."
after 'using the toilet.
Video games will be availcreated, just , sitting there
7. Avoid over-populated
turned off, was better than able for both the Microsoft
pools:
some [customers] have done Xbox and .Sony Playstation
There is no reason not to
with the machine working." . gaming platforms, 'b ut not for
enjoy swimming. Take the
Villaflores ·added that the Nintendo Gamecube users.
above cautionary notes, and
Each Tuesday, the machine
vending · machines are also
remember to keep' your
popular on military bases and will automatically release the
mouth closed while swimin apartment complex lobbies same new DVDs as Blockming!
buster and other rental com- "
- especially iJ;l major citie~.
In an effort to better edu"This is a relatively new panies.
cate the public, · CDC has
Eventually,- Salinger plans·
concept for America," said
launched 1 a Web site,
'salinger, adding that the . fo let students purchase the
http://www.healthyswim·
machines have soared in pop- discs>'Once the movies have
~ ming.org, which provides furrun the~, com;se; we'll put
ulc¢ty in Europe.
·
~ ·ther information on RWis and
W"you are going to start see- them up for sale - $8.99 for '
pool mainte~ce.
' ing these machines all over each DVD," he said.

III1:1

Currently enrolled 'students are entitled to consult
with. progr~m attorneys about legal matters
and entitled' to receive advice,. . In addition, legal
representation up to and inch,.1ding all stages of.trial
will be prbvided in certain types of cases, of which
·the following are representative:

'

•

Landlord/tenant problems affecting·
students living arrangements in the
community.

•

Consumer problems confronting irdividual
students.
.. ·
1

•

Traffic cases

•

Criminal law :

I

Coritrolled burns recoffimended
I

' STUDENT
~
L .E ' G AL
SERVJCE .S -

~ ..stulegal.sdes.ucf.edu

·::

,

•,

.•

A

• I

I

•

~

•

Students in need .of legal service. should contact, .
·, either·-'in person or by telephon·e (.407-823-2538.),
-~,:~ti1JC:leht Legal Ser:vice? iti 'Room 155.1 ~tudent''' ,
·., Resour.ce Center. All co~~ultation is by appointcr1~nt
·~on.ly. :No legal ~dvice will· be given over the''p hone} ,,_

j

Ask
a doc

24-hour.,.a-day rentals
.·a reality on campus.
"People are
·getti·ng tired of·
Blockbuster and
t~ey don't want
to wait for
Netflix." -

f..l

•
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.Signing agreements.cheap~r -·
'

•

'.

. I

,

indicative of how several cor- .agreement, he stated: "This .is
poratio.n s who have sigD;e~ not a cour~ binding precebeing exclusively oFlline.learn- with Acacia feel about the . dence for other schools or
ing scP.ools.. One of these agreement~. Large corpor:a- companies. Each institution
schools, Cap~lla University tions, such as T. Rowe Price needs ~o make its own analysis
based in Minneapolis, says who signed in April and Walt of the situation. We felt it was
that .they only signed ·with Disney Co. who signed in Feb- a simple no,-brainerto take the
Acacia to avoid a more costly ruary, find it easier and more license and move on."
legal battle. ·
cost effective ~o pay the rather .
It is unclear whether UCF
' "We do'n't use much of insignificant amounts that has been or will be contacted
'their t~chnologies, but signing Acacia is asking rather than . by Acacia because Youndy C.
the agreement for an insignifi- have to put up a legal battle Cook, the associate genetal
cant' cost saves us money from that could cost much more. counsel for UCF, did not want
hiring outside att;orneys," said Acacia was contacted on sev- to .make any comments orGreg Thom, Capella's general eral occasions in an effort to ' answer. questions for this articounsel. "We haven't even · . find · ·out exactly · 'w hat cle. She simply stated that
looked in great deal to the "insignificant· costs" it were UCF has an outside ·patent
· scope bf the patents. It :was in as,ked for, but did not respond .counsel to deal with all patent
· our best financial interest to back to requests by press time. infringement, and the patent
sign the agreement and move
When Thom was asked counsel.would.be responsible
on."
,
·
about the precedence that to respond if Acaci.a was to
These · comments are might be set by his .s chool's ·contact the school.
FROM A1

i-a••

Nation and World~~~~~~

'-'

cial astronaut wings.
SpaceShipOne was built by
Scaled Composites. The project was funded by Microsoft
co-founcler Paul Allen, who
wowd only describe the cost
as .being in excess of $20 mi}.. lion.
·

Despite abduction, South Korea
says will still send troops to Iraq

SEOUL, ·South Korea South Korea said Monday it
will go ahead with plans to
send troops to Iraq despite the
abduction of a South Korean
man and the televised broadcast of his desperate pleas to
stay alive.
·
The . kidnapping tested
South Korea's resolve just days
DENNIS COOK I ASSOCIATED PRESS
after the tJ.s. ally annouµced it
California businessman Peter Miguel Camejo, left, talks to reporters in Washington Monday
aft.er being picked as Independent presi~ential candidate Ralph Nader's running mate.
;· would dispatch 3,000 troops to
assist in ·reconstruction efforts
Nadef selects Green Party activist . ported abortion rigl;lts, gun in northern · Itaq. Once the '
Camejo as running mate ·
, licensfu.g, universal health care deployment is complete, ~outh
WASHINGTON ~ Inde- and a moratorium on the death Korea will be the lar:gest coali- ·
tion partner after the United ·
pendent presidential candidate penalty. . '
.
Ralph.Nader selected longtime
He also supported greatei:: . States and Britain. ·
· Green Party aetivist Peter . use qf alternative fuel tecb.Ilolo·On Sunday, the Arab satel-·
J' · Camejo to be his running Il)ate gy and 'called for phasing out li~e TV network Al-Jazeera
. o~ Monday, a move to boost his nuclear power plants .a nd for · a,ired a videotape purportedly
chances of winning the Green banning all _oil drilling on the from Al (@eda-linked militants
Party's enqorsement and its California coast.
·
showing a South Korean
· hostage begging for his life and
access to ballot lines in 22 states
SpaceShipOne succeeds
pleading with his government
and the Distriet of Columbici.
,...,. . ··. Camejo;hjid been one of two . in first private space flight
to withdraw troops from Iraq.
le;:iding cont~nders for the
MOJAVE, Calif.--' A rocket
In Seow, hundreds of proGreen - Party's pre~idential plane soared above Earth's ·testers attended a candlelight
atmosphere Monday in the first vigil Monday night to demand .
nomination. .
Nader, who ran as the Green private~y-financed manned · the release of the man, Kim
Paj'ty canrudate:hi2oOO, is not spaceflight, then glided back to · Sun-il; and a •reversal to the
seeking the party's nomination Earth for an unpowered land- troop dispatc~
A siinilar rally was sc,hedbut he has pursued an endorse- . ing.
SpaceShipOne pilot Mike uled for South Korea's secondment from the t,hird paify.
'Nader also · has been Melvill was aiming to fly 62 largest city, Busan, while
endorsed by the Reforqi Party, miles above the Earth's surface demonstrators staged a sit-in
which !iives hiin access to· the and he just exceedJd that goal, outside the ruling. Uri Party .
ballot in at least se\Ten states, reaching 62.21 miles,·according headquarters in the southwe,stto radar data.
em city of.Kwangjll.
including Florida.
. The ship touched, down at
South .Korea on Saturday
: Nader garnered nearly 3,
., .Percent of the ,v ote in' 200Q, Moj_ave Airport at 8:15 a.ni, · warned its people not to travel
j
when he was viewed by~ about 90 min1~.tes after it was . to Iraq, saying it$ decision, to
as having cost Democrat Al • carrieµ aloft by the jet-powered send troops to the country '
might prompt terror attacks on
Gore the White House by tak- White Knight.
Later, standing on the tar- South Koreans.
·
ing votes in the deciding state
mac , beside the ship, Melvill
· South Korea announced FriofFlorida. ·
· Camejo received more than . said, "You can see the curvature day that it will send 3,000 sol- 1
diers beginning in early August
212,000 votes as . the Green of the Earth."
1
I{e also found ti,me for a to the Irbil area in northern
Par:ty candidate for. California
demonstration of weightless- Iraq. Some 600 Sotith Korean
gov~rnor during the 2003 recall
drive that led to the election of ness by opening· a. bag of military medics and engineers
M&M's candies and watching who are currently in the southA.ril.old Schwarzenegger.
, Camejo ran for president as them float through the cockpit. em Iraqi city of Nasiriyah will
Federal Aviation Adminis- redeploy to Irbil to join the
't he Soc:ialist Workers Party·
trl;ltion representative Patricia ·1ar:gei:_ force.
':nominee in 1976.
, ~ ~ · As a gubernatcfr~al candi- Grace Smith presented Melvill
<tate ·i n California, Camejo sup- with the agency's first commer-:- ASSOCIATED PRESS .
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LSAT

higher ··_· . test scores~~\

· gua~anteed

or yOur money back"

GMAT

GRE
MCAT
DAT
OAT
PSAT
SAT ·
ACY-

requjted cl~sse$ or rpak~-up .sessions,. c0mplete all schedul.ed tests; and do
yow tiomework. l.f your score doesn't ir:nprove ·on test day from your Kaplan diagnostic .
a prior offic.iaf tes,t score, you can choose to repeat our program for free ·or get a
fUll refund of your tuition: * 't's that ~lmple•

.Attend all

or

.

· LSAT: Classes . Begin 6/24/04 & 1l7/04'
GMAT: Clas~es Begin 8/2~i0.4 & 9/26/04
GRE: Cla~ses .Begi,n ~/2.~/04 & 8126(04
MCAT: Classes Begin . 1· 0/6/04~1../11/05

. .,·

World Leader in Test Prep ·
and Admissions .

KAPLAN
·•rest names are

register~

trademarks of their respective owners:.

**To be eligible for this offer, you must be enrolled in Kaplan's
full classroom, t utoring. or online courses. In addition, you
must present a copy of your official score report and your
course materials within 90 Q~ys,
~I
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· kaptest~com
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·. Boredom
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.someon~ please hit

the play button for me

Days until the
2004-05 UCF men's
basketball
season begins

..

The hot sm/moSfitoes.and
iced tea gr;fet UCF ·athletes as
-_ they pla 1n summttr leagues

Days until the 2004
UCFfootball
season begins

.

.

66

Days until the 2004
UCF women's soccer
season begins

.

\

•

ASHLEY BURNS
. 'p~rts Editor

BRETI HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Jay Bergman Field is hibernating until
next spring.
\·
The UCF Soccer Comp~ex is still two
months away from~eeing any action. .
•
But while the fie"lds rest, some UCF stu· dent-athletes are as lively and active as ever.
Over a _dozen Kni~s are currently competing in ·summer soccer and baseball
leagues, from as far away as Boston and
New Orleans to right he e in their own Cen- _ ·
tral Florida backyard.
. Closest to home, seve UCF men's soccer players have mad~ their summer home
as teammates on the Centr~lorida Kraze,
which play .in the Premier Develppment
League. .
.' -.
Just like he did for the Knights last sea-"
son, standout goalkeeper Ryan :clntosh
leads the Kraze, who sit atop the PDL's
Southeast Diyision. ·
_
·
'
"It keeps us fit throughout the summer,"
Mcintosh said of the importance of suinme
league play. "One big thing is that during the
spring we don't get to play a lot ofgames. So· ' .
in the summer it's best 'to play in the profes·siorial ·development leagues, or just any
games we can get into. It helps us get our
minds right and get on top·of our game. It
gives us a chance to build our confidence
going into the year."
In 11 games this ·summer, Mcintosh
recorded two shutouts while splitting time
with two other goalies. The 9-2 Kraze mpsf
recently knocked off the New Orleans Shell
Shockers 2-0 at Showalter Stadium fu Win- .
ter Park.·
·The win over the' Shell Shockers reunit- .
ed Mcintosh and UCF/Kraze teammate
Brian Malec with fellbw UCF defender
Jaime Planells.
"It was good to see him,'' Mcintosh sajd
of playing against Planells. "We hadri't seen'
him in a while. There was a little smacktalking in between, ,and we took it to them
pretty bad."
The reunion wasn't as exciting as the
athletes would have liked, as Planells, the
' lone Knight in New Orleans, saw limited
action in the game and Mcintosh took the •
night off.
, Mcintosh is joined on the Kraze by UCF
. teammates Brian Malec, Eric Vasquez, Didier Menard, Xavier Delgado; Billy Judino and
Sherwin Sargeant.
"It helps a lot, because you have to keep
up with ev.eryone's tendencies," Mcintosh

Pitcher Kyle Bono retu.ms to a closing role with the Chatham IA's this summer.
I

60

. Days until the 2004
UCF men's soccer
season begins

Baseball America ·
jumped on the Matt
Fox bandwagon this
week, naming the
former UCF pitcher
to its First Team AllAmerica.This award
marks the third First '
Team All-America
honor he has
received and the
fifth All-America nod
i~ all. Fox also
received a signing
bonus of $950,000
from the Minnesota
Twins, who made
Fox a supplemental
first-round draft pick
in the 2004 Major
·League Baseball
draft.

1 p.m.- Lunch .. .
. 2 p.m. - Nap . . .
3 p.m. - Pedicure ...
5 p.l'[I. - Around the
Horn

"It helps us get our
mindsright and get
on top of our game.
It gives usa chance
to build our ·
confidence going
into the year."
- UCFMEN'S
SOCCER GOALKEEPER

<

PLEASES~E MCl~TOSH

RYAN MCINTOSH ON

ON A?

SUMMER LEAGUE
PLAY

•_"It's closer to home,
>the program is
· • comi~g up and I like
the coaches."
- MEN'S
BASKETBALL

TRANSFER DAVE
NOEL ON WHY HE ·
CHOSE UCF

Speraw inks another b~ball transfer
· UNC 'giiard Will be·

-ready for inaugural
C-USA season

''

BRANDON HELWIG
UCFSports:com

'.

The UCF basketball program
will add another Division I transfer to its roster this fall.
Former µ:Nc-wilmmgton
gu~d -Dave Noel, a true freshman this past season from Boyntori Beach, says he plans to enroll
at UCF in August.
Noel actually lias been iil
UCF's fold for a while, originally
committing to the Knights a couple months ago.
''Yes, I'm transferring to UCF,"
Noel said. "It's closer to home,
the program is coming up and I ·
like the coaches~"

Noel said his family clikes .the
fact he'll be much closer to home.
"They're happy. My mom and
dad are real happy." ·
· He declared his intentions to
leave tJN'c:.w ilrnington following the season.
"I just wanted to be closer to
home," Noel said. "I was also
looking a~ FAU, Miami and FIU.
-UCF was looking at, nie coming
out of high school and we talked
on the phone, but I just thought
North Carolina-Wilmington was
a better decision. Now I realize I
made a mistake."
·
Last season Noel, who is 6foot-2and190 pounds, played in
· 26 games for the Seahawks while
averaging 3.7 points, 1.5 rebounds
and 11.3 minutes per game. He
started three ' games for UNCWilmington, which finished 1515.
Noel will likely be a combo
I'

'l

,

~

Dave Noel, guard·
Height: 6' 2"
Weight: 190
Last season:
3.7 ppg in 11.3
rninutes per game
guard at UCF. He'll have to sit out
this upcoming season, but he'll
be eligible beginning in UCF's
first seascm in Conference USA,
2005-06, when he'll be a redshirt
sophomore.
'
"When I was over there at ~
North Carolina they had me
playing point guard most of the
time, and when I talked to UCF
they told me I could play both,''
he said. "I can play both the point
guard and the shooting guard,
bu~ I think they're going to have
lg

me at the shooting guard posi-.
tion a little more. often I guess."
He's familiar with UCF's
other player from South Florida
and is looking forward to getting
' to know the-rest of his new team-·
mates when he officially joins the
team in August.
_ "I know ·Marcus McGee,"
Noel .said. "I played against him
in high school."
Noel, who was born in Mon- ·
treal, said he'll probably major in
business management at UCF. .
Former NC State guard Mike
O'Donnell is also transferring to
UCF where he'll primarily be a
point guard. Like No~l, he was a
true freshman this past s·e ason
and 1he won't be eligible until
2005-06. UCF has also . signed
· two jtinior college players who ,
are eligible immediately, power
forwards Marcus Johnson and
Anthony Williams.

.

•·

'

I ·hate this time of year, absolutely can't stand it.
. This is the time whe:i;e millions
of college football fans sit back,.
helpless against tlie NCAA gods,
and wait for the college football pre:..
season picture to come int1p focus.
. It's like someone hit the pause
button on the remote control of the
universe.
- What's worse is that none of us
UCF fans have a.clue what's coming
this season. '
Our contemporaries around the
state at least have some sort of idea
of what their teams are going to
look like this year. · ·
Florida fans get to sit around and
talk about how Chris Leak's back is
going to need more surgery than an
epi'sod~ of Nip/Tuck when he's
done carrying the Gators, who have
as much chance of winning the SEC
this year as Ron Zook has of finding
one person in Gainesville who actually likes hini. '
FSU fans can have a laugh as
Chris Rii ;will 'need a crowbar the
_size of Sally Struthers to squeeze his
ego-inflated head into his helmet.
Las Vegas bookies neecl to put an
over/under on w1ie,n Bobby Bowden will make his first ·offensive
statement of 2004.
Miami fans will spend the
remaining summer weeks pondering how their new star linebacker
Willie Williams is going to make
tackles :with handcuffs on. When
· will the Hurricanes cave and just
make their uniforms prison issue?
All four USF fans will watch in .
awe as the school finally adds a
fourth building to the campus. After
that, they'll keep convincing one
another' that the Bulls will someday
stand a chance in the :eig East. Honestly, anyone who buys that bull has
to be higher than gas prices.
1
But what about us? We don't
know anything about the season
. ahead of us. UCF fans are left with a
college footoall enigma
I suppose I cbuld start a new
countdown, now that I'm finally
ov:er .the Olsen twins. Maybe: I'll
shine the spotlight on Lindsay ·
Lohan, or m~ybe I'll target an older
woman for once. Where has Delta
,
Burke been these days?
But I digress.
We're venturing into a rerum in
which_ stories like "O'Leary ties ·
shoes" and "Domed coliseum plans
pushed back to 2076:' seen:i like
they're right on the horizon. I'd be'
excited about professional ·sports,
. but even that's a backward nightmare in Central Florida.
· I actually start~d getting excited
about the NBA again after .an East
Coast team won the title and the
Orlando Tragic looked like they·
might . actually be turning things
aroilnd with a No. 1 draft pick.
No sir. Instead, 'Ii:acy "I'm going
to cry so much that I'll make
Tammy Faye Baker. loqk upbeat"
McGrady wants out of ·the City
Beautiful. The . only pi;ofessional
sports franchise that this city will
ever have is making the 2004 Chicago Bulls look like the 1996 Chicago
Bulls.
'
I can't . live on Major League
Baseball alone, especially when the .
Tampa Bay. .Devil Rays are .the
hottes~ team, in the world. Everyone
take a secbnd to bask in the one sentence that was never ever supposed
· to be written.
I need college football. I need'
UCF fo<?tball. I need the suspense to
end.
I know we're still 73 days away
- from kicking off against Wisconsin.
I don't want to jump the gun too
early and I really shoul~'t even be
talking about football Just yet.
·
I've said·it before and I'll say it
again: College football is my heroin.
It's about time I checked into a
methadone cllirlc.
Ashley Bums can be reached at
· sports@UCFnews.com
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Fighti·ng for a good cause '
•

· UCF women's rugby fought through tough opponents and even tougher
weather this past weekend as the KnightS finished third at the Todd Miller Vll's
tournament at UCF.The tournament helped raise money for former UCF men's
rugby player Todd Miller, who "fas paralyzed during a match•.
'
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Eric Vasquez, left, and Ryan Mcintosh are two of.seven UCF men's soccer players
competing in the Premier Developmental League this summer. The Knights have
helped lead the first place Central Florida Kraze to a 9-2 record so far. · •

~ ·

•

Mcintosh gears up for fillal A-Sun·run ·
.

FROM A6

said of playing along side the six
other Kni_ghts on the Kraz~. ' 'You
have to know how your players
,
play if you want to play well.
" together. Playing together all
summer like this helps '4S to stay
consistent and know hpw each
·other plays."
.
Prior to Saturday night's win
over New Orleans1 Judino and
Vasquez each notched assists
while Mcintosh tabbed another
shutout in a 3-0 win over the
Lafayette 'Swampcats.
"This is good fot u~ because it
keeps us in shape,'~ Mcintosh
said~ "The summer league is
,really just to prepare ·us for the

c9llege season_"
the team With one home run and knocked off Cape Cod ·cellarWhile the soccer athletes are six RBis. Kyle Bono, who started dweller Falmouth 6-3. Bono
.using ·the summer 'leagues to 15 games for the Knights this sea- · earned his first save against the
gear up for their final season of . son, has settled into a closer role ·0-5 Commodores.
Atlantic Surt Conference compe- with the .N..s and has one save in
Back iii Central;Florida, five ·
titian, which is less than two three appearances with a perfect .Knights are· spending their summonths away, UCF's baseball · 0.00 ERA.
mer days playing in the Florida
athletes roll over the momentum
While still a Knight, Bono has Collegiate Summer League. Outof a 47-win season and a trip to the opportunity to sign with the fielders Barry Baxter and Matt
the , NCAA Regionals into · a Boston Red Sox looming .0 ver Mcclung join catcher-Tim Ford
him. The Sox took Bono in the and pitcher Rob Braleski as
handful of sw:rimer leagues.
Junior ~in brothers Ryan eighth mund of this year's MLB members of the Winter Park
and Kyle Bano are playing in the draft with the 245th pick. While · Diamond Dawgs:
Cape Cod Baseball league · in Bono has claimed that he will
· Wmter Park Currently stfU1ds
Boston a:s members of the only sign with the Red Sox if at 3-1 and holds a half-game lead
Chatham .N..s. Although.early in they give him a serious offer,· a over the Sanford River Rats. Tlie
the season, the .N..s are in a three- · strong summer with Chatham River Rats also have a UCF baseway tie for second place with a 3- could raise his value enough to ball player --: outfielder Courtney Propst is the lone Knight
2 record. Ryan Bono is carrying a induce the Sox w do just that.
.222 batting·average, but leads
· The .N..s most recently with Sanford.

BABY BA.CK. RIBS
:
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DON'T BE
FOOLED BY
.OTHER PEOPLES
PRl~E'S. SHO
TROPICAL
.FORD
F·IRST
J

.

BA.BY B~CKS 'N CHICKEN$ fS.99

BABY BACKS 'N STEAK$15.99

'

TONGUE..TINGLIN'~ LfP..$MACKIN' .S W.EEi: .H ONEY
BARBECUE IN ALL ITS GLORY! RUBBED WITH A BLEND

OF BOLD BARBECUE: S.E ASONlNGS AND BASTED IN
. APPLEBEE'S HONEY
BARBECUE
SAUCE.
'
'
ENJOY A 'F'ULL SLAB OF OUR, NEW HQNEY B,BQ BABY BACK RlBS
OR rav A HALF SLAB WITH ONE OF THESE
, NEW.APPLE:BEE'~ FAVORITESf ·
•

'

•

l

BABY BACKS 'N STEAK• BABY BACKS' 'N SHRIMP

BABY BACKs 'N CHICKE~

LIMJTED TIME OF~R:

4/25/04 ~ 6/20/04

YOU CALL 11' .IN. WE SRING IT OUT.·

407-282·2055
12103 COl.\LEGIAl'E WAY, QRLA DO

GALL US AT'(40'!) 851-380~
OR CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE AT
·www.TROPICAL FORD.COM
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he shiny, new Teaching
m~mbers of society.':
house sits, co~ered with its own
. One thing that doesn't say, ''We broken ~s ar:id bran~es litterAcademy opened for classes
less.than a year ago. A yetdeserve money" is aschool that
ing the one time haven for exotic
,
unfinished student center is rapdoesn't Kn.ow its own limitations.
p•'Iants.
.
'
idly taking shape at the front of t;
Most donors to the school don't
Similarly, the Arboretum has
set foot on campus. But those .
never had a controlled burn durcampus.
.
,
Additionally, there are numerwho .do - and will, when the stu- ing its existence as part of UCF's
ous plans on what to do with the
dent center and alumni center
learning environment. Controlled
open - might be disappointed
land at UCF. The UCF Master
. burns are considered healthy for
when they take a deeper look at
plants and forests by preventing .:
. Plan has
additional parking
garage, more dorms, added Greek UCF.
regular brush fires from getting
' When UCF can't proper ly take out of hand: The heat from the
housing and an alumni center
planned out.
.
·
care of some of the other aspects
controlled bunis also encourag~
of campus, it risks being seen as ·
seeds from trees to fall and con' Every-student who attends .
tribute,t<;> the new life of other
,l.JCF knows that the school could · aspiring to greater means than
use extra parking. Even on weekactua!ly available. UCF wants to
trees.
ends some lots are filled to capac- start a few new construction proj- , · Really, it's just a matter of fin~
ity, and the incoming freshmen
ects over the next several years. ·
ishing what'you start before
and transfer stUdents o( each year But the university often can't keep beginning a new project. UCF
inevitable bring'additional vehitrack of the projects that have
. should apply the same rule with
already been developed
cles to the already crowded
the students that attend With
spaces, creating an almost desperFor instance, the Student
over 40,000 students, UC!' is
ate need for more places to park.
Union is finally getting an addialready one of the biggest univerOn-campus housing is always
tion. After clubs have had to figQ.t
sities in Florida And yet there are '
a good idea, by anyone's stanfor space for meetings ,and organi- thousands of incoming freshmen
dards. It creates a sense of comzations have learned to bOOk the
coming in during the summer orimunity within a college and helps Pegasus Ballroom months in ,.
entations. It's already harc,i enough
advance, UCF has recogniud the .to sign up for classes that have
to instill school pride.
Similarly, an alumni center
need for an·addition. More office
anything to do with the major a
could gai;ner support from gradu- space will be added, and hopefulstudent is concentrating on.
ates who have moved on but what ly planners had the foresight to
In kindergarten, every child is
to check out what their alma '
add more meeting rooms or large
taught to put away the little green
mater has been up to in recent
spaces for events.
army m en they were playing with
Yet other parts of campµS ate'
years. The center :w ould be a way
before taking otit building blocks.
'for UCF to show off and say, "Hey, being sorely neglected The
UCF needs to learn the same rule:
these are-the cool things we're up
greenhouse, vacated last spring
take care .of those buildings
to: Give us some funds to help us · when the fire marshal said the .
already built and graduat~ the stubuilding was unsafe, h,as been·
create new neat-;<> stuff and to
dents that have been here longer
mold promising young people
deemed too expensive to fix or
than some professors, before
· into upstanding, contributing
acquiring new responsibilities.
even destroy. ~tead, the green-
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OUR STANCE

Allah has·nothing
to
do·with
it
.

T

his past week; Paul Johnson
Jr. wa5 beheaded. The Central Floridian was a Lockheed Martin contractor who
fixed helicopters in Saudi Arabia
He wa5n't caught with a gun and
a uniform - he was a civilian.
Yesterday, Kim Sun-il faced
the same fate. The South Korean,
:who was plannllig to return
home for his father's birthday
this week, was beheaded late
afternoon.
·
The two men llad committed .
no crime. They were guilty of .
nothing more than being an easy
target. Johnson's executers were a
ba,nd of Arab terrorists who ·
demanded the United States
release a prison of Al Qaeda priSoners in exchange for his life.
Johnson's life .was over from
the get-go. No one - including · .
the terrorists - thought Ameria
would meet their demands.
. These terrprists should -h ave
just demanded to trade him for
President George W. Bush directly, because that would have been
just a5 likely as the demandS.
Sun-il's life was taken as a
threat to South Korea to reverse
orders to send troops to Iraq. .
Their lives were snuffed out to
. make a point - give us what we
want or we'll throw a vicious
tantrum.
Even so, couldn;t the respec-.
tive governments and glorified
militaries have done better? Puring the first stages ofthe Iraqi
war, special forces stormed a
guarded Iraqi hospital to rescue
Jessica Lynch, among others.

No one claims Johnson or
izing that it's their actions that
Sun-il would have been easy to
perpetuate their own probl~ms.
find'put what exactly did the
. Worse yet, most Arab terror- ·
United States or South Korea do
ists justify their deeds with the
to recover one of its own?
name of Allah. 1They parade
Let's pray they didn't just sit
themselves as faithful servants of
on their hands dqing nothing.
the Muslim fliith, doing their
·
The terrorists ~e certainly
Gbcl-given duties, pois9ning the
not sitting on their blood-stained
reputation of an entire qtlture.
hands.
·
It's the same ruse the Con- ·
. quist ador$ u5ed during the Span' How much are our leaders
. willing.to sacrific~? Their empha- ish Inquisition. Religious.fanatics
pull a verse here, a chaP,ter there,
· sis on using civilian contractors
' in ,the Middle East is lining ~<>-'
and barn, they have an excuse to
cents up as sitting ducks for
behave like animals.
bloodthirsty wackos.
Now - because of the kid, Fundamentally, terrorists are
nappitlg of a single South Korean
small-time bullies. As misfits
_:_ Korean·military medics have ·
who are unhappy with their lot in been ordered to stop giving Iraqi
life; they prey on the weak.
. citizens freeJnedical treatnients.
These types of men rule much , It's simply too dangerous. of the Middle East. 1'.'llo longer
, , The zealots don't care.
· a,ble to subjugate a nation, they · · They're bankrolled by wealthy .
will do .whatever it takes to still
Saudis who want to buy their
feel powerful - including strik- . way U:ito heaven and are sold on
ing out at civilians.
the idea of a holy war. They can
They,command uneducated
afford medical treatment.
killers to strap bombs to their
The murders of Johnson and
chests and blow tl;lemselves up in Snn-il were never about accomcrowded restaurants. They tell ·
plishing something. It was about ·
starving fathers to ram car bombs inti.nV.dation and fear - tactics
into buses.. Tuey senq children
used by tyrants to hold onto their
out to steal the lives of others. ,
power since the dawn of ciyiliZa. They only care about remaintio:n.
ing in power. If the only power
To the~ inaction equals ·
they have comes from ending the weakness. Power is gained by .
lives of others, so be it.
bloody, physical violent action
,Because.of the actions taken '
The world should show these .
by radicals in I_srael, most ofthe . small men just how easily that
Palestinian, people live like caged
action can visit their own door. ·
animals, unableto leave their
They may not care ab,;mt'the
houses because of strict Israeli
fates of their own people, but
laws. Still, people ~ock to serve ..
they might take notice if they
the terrorist warlords - not real- found themselves in the crossfire.

Tue'centralFlorkla Puttir• is a free independeht eampus ~ewspaper seMllg lhe Unhw1y of c:a11ra1 Aorlda. Opinions in lhe Future are lhose of lhe indMdual columiilst aM not neassaiily lhose
of. the OOitorial stilf or the Unh'etSity Admlnlstr.Uion. All cootenl Is property ofthe Cm1tmiFlorida Future and may not be reprinted in part or in lj'bole mlhout pennis!;ion from the publishei:
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Astate run amok

Hall," June 9]?
. That is not news. It's another push for the
Those who continually inVoke the suicide
.
obviously
biased Future staff to push its anti-attacks against mostly Isra,eli citizens in order
to infer the righteousness of Israel live in a twi- Bush propaganda I've been reading this filth , .
for four years now.and,it gets progressive~
light of psychic denial: the state of Israel was
worse.
.
founded on terrorism and ethnic cleansing.
Your
s~
should
try
to
keep
opirlions
1 When Israel became ? state, neither the ter· where they belong, on the Opinions page. I
rorism of the Israeli army nor the ethnic
think my high school paper was more profescleansing ceased The slaughter in 1982 in the
sional. Pathetic!
Sabre and Chitilla refugee camps of Beirut led
by Ariel Sharon, the further slaughter and
- ·WISPARDILID
mass demolitions in the Jenin refugee camp
during Israel's inyasion of West Bank cities in
spring 2002 in wl,rlch Israel also trashed all the.
Over the last year and a halfof the war in
major West Bank cities and the current killing
Iraq, Future staff has been covering stories
of 57 residents of Rafah in the southern Gaza
relating to the war. War kills people and it hfs
Strip in which the Israel army destroyed over
taken the lives of many Americans.
130 houses leaving 1,650 people homeless.
~
My question is who is to blame·for this?
They are still terrorism when initiated by a
After ~e breaking news today of Paul Johnpowerful state
.
, son's beheading I sit here aild think that it is
Pale~tinian terrorism exists because th~
the United States of America that provoked
Palestinians have no other means of defending
this. Americans should be.held responsible for
them themselves against the 4th largest army .
'_
this. After the Abu Ghriab photos were
in the world, equipped with more armaments
· released, Arabic people would have a greater
than any European nation.
' ·
resilience toward Amerieans.
Everything has.been taken from the PalesWe.humiliated their people. We broke the
tinians - their right to defend themselves by
laws of the Geneva Conventiori. We detained
force, and their ability to seek legal remedy in
innocent peqple that had absolutely nothing to
international bodies as the United States condo with terrorism We only provoked the retalsistently opposes Palestinifili initiatives at the
iation against our own people.
. United Nations Security Council just as the ·
I am not condoning genocide or homicide
United States supported Israel in opposing the
by any means, but we have to come to terms
Palestinian right to petition the International
as Ameri~ and realize that we have been
Court ofJustice regarding the construction of
·contributing to the los5 of i;>ur o'wn citizens
the Wall running through the West Bank. The
even though they were not taken by our ·
Palestinian's land and water and rights of perhands.
sonal liberty are. constantly being stolen from
- ANONYMOUSUCF ALUMNI
them by a state determined to expand to the
.· '
Jordan River·creating a racially pure state ip.
the whole of Palestine with a minimal number
of Arabs.
.
. Some of us do remember Reqgan and his
Israel is a state run amuck which thllinbs
presidency [Read~r Views, June 9]. · .
its nose at the United Nationi, having defied
Reagan did IUOre to es~te the war on
over 60 United Nation resolutions and has no
illugs than his predecessor (Jimmy Carter statregard whatsoever.for internatioruil law nor
ed he was going to decriminalize.marijuana)
. for internati~nal norms of human rights.
by brainwashing the nation into belieymg that
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Blame for deaths on USA

. Reagan's legacy

-WIWAMJAM~MARTIN

Toug}J. getting clas.5eS

··

At the opening of my fall en,rollment
~
appointment, there were no classes available
that would be any use to my academic career.
Since I'm seeking an ~h-creative writing
. · major, a key class is ENG 3014, or Theory and·
Technique_of Literary Study. It is a prereqtiisite
for all 4000-level ENG, ENL.and LIT courses.
There is a laughably four sections offered at
UCF in fall2004, and instructors departmentwide are not offerll,g overrides.
In an1e-mail, one informed me that this was
at the request of the department chair, to·
somehow coerce UCF'into offering more.
classes.
I have been depriving myself of sleep and .
study time in what is now becoming the
'
increasingly hopele8s pursuit ofan opening in
any class I could possibly take.
If that instructor's e-mail was correct, then
' it would be logical to ·a ssume that I (among
others) am being used as a pawn in, agame of
water-cociler politics.
·
Given, a solution to the maddening problem of the lack of opportunities for a meaning.ful education is a worthwhile pursuit, but. ·
using students as political toys is rtot a good
tactic. 1ben again, neither is inaction on the
part ofthose who have the power to remedy
this.
.W e students-pay fortunes in order to chase
our dreams. It's no single person or group at
fault, either. This is monster that stalks every
hall, corridor and musty passage of every'
building of the unive:rSity, this eater of dreams,
murderer of aspiratio~.
There is little 't o come of this letter, I
expect, even if it is admitted into the newspaper's pages. However, I hope that a resolute
few in the same situation as me take action
and bring our plight to the attention of the uni.versity with'such thunderous fury that those
with the power to help can take no other
action.~

a

· -THOMAsMATTHEWBOVKO
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Future is leftist?

a

.

How can your top cover story be group of
protesters ["'Rally Against Rummy' at City

- -.

drugs were 'the scourge of society. Meanwhile,
we 'were distracted from the real issues by his
nifty slogans like ''Just Say No!" and his ''trick- ·
le-down economics" that did little to improve
the plight of anyone other than the wealthiest
. 10 per~en~ of the nation.
What a joke. It-is only Republicans who · .
Want us to consider that this man was not a
loser.. One of his many aims' while in office was
to cut funding to higher education and the · , ·,.
Department of Education. Luckily, the' legisla- '
ture voted against all these proposals and he
gave up.
That is certainly not the most egregious of
Reagan's fouls. Reagan Was allowing the CIA ·
td covertly sell arms to both the Iraqis (then
our allies) and the Iranians (our enemies, .. ;
beCause they were rightfully upset with Ainerican for overi:hrowing their.democratically ··
·elected leader, Mossadeg, in 1952 anc~ replaced
him with a horrible dictator puppet for Ameri-1
ca named the Sbap) who were allied with the .
"comtnies:'
Yeah, let's not forget Reagan's appointffient
as l~der of the CIA at that time who was in " ·
charge while this was going on: G~rge Bush · · '
Sr., our·next lame president.
Or what about Reagan's policies of allowing•
U.S. intelligence cbmmunities to install the fol- ~' ,
lowing dictators: Somoza, Videla, Noriega or
Pinochet I bet not many people are old
~
enough to remember America having to
'•
invade Panama to remove Noriega either. Only.,
a few thousand Panamanians were killed in
that "mop-up'-' operation
,Yeah, GOO bless Ronald Reagan, may he
burn in hell for all eternity based on the
morals he espoused to the rest of us while his '
policies sowed the seeds of murder and
destruction in the third world
I am glad for the opportunity to bring a .
reality check to .t his paper and thank the
Future staff for having a clue about the former ·
president; I hope you all keep ''Just Saying
'
No!" when it comes to printing propaganda ~
We, the American people, need to remain
'~
focused on the real issues: stopping a war to ..
,protect oil corporation resources in the Mid- ~
dle·East so our friends and peers are not draft- ..
ed The war f~r oil m1:15t be stopped before · :
m~re of our friends die for nothing.
~

·

-ANTHONYLORENZo:

The Fqtureencourages commentsfrom readers. Letters to eeditor should not exceed 300 words and must ~lude
full name and phone number.We may edit for length, grammar, style and libel. Send letters to editor@U.CFnews.com,
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Need a certification
to get the job of

when you can ·

OWN? .

•

- - - - - -·· your dreams?
We provide
. We'll train you!

· 3 IEDROOM1
2 BATH 'HOMES

·. MCSE
. MCDBA
· . CCNA

join you~ 1la1s11ale1 already. living ltere.,,, . ·
plus receive i Fiii Washer/Oryerl
.
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• Down Payment As~istance
• Immediate Occupancy .. · ,
Over 25 Home.s to Choose From
• Tax Deductions
•

• Clubhouse
. • Two Swimming Pools
• Two Recreation Areas
• Private Home Sites

ch·oose
·from~

. Securi~y+
Network+
·.. ·.And many
more

Mot/els Open Montlar-_Saturtlay 9i00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
anti Sunday 11 :00 a.m.-5:00 ,..m.
On Colonial (Hwy. 50) 2 Miles East Of Alafaya

.~

courses
to

A+
CIW

~··
~ome

100 ,5 of• .

training for~..

Financial Aid Includes:
Loan Assi.stance, Deferred
Payment Pla,n, Workforce ..
Development, Veteran's .
Assistance, and Tuition ·
'
Reimbursement Assistance.

UNJVBRSlTY OP CENTRAL fWRlDA

407-281.-6029

. 407.882.0260

1575 Pel Street Orlando, Florida 32828 • www.flaparks.com

www.ce.ucf.edu
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CON1' lN . ING Et>t!C ATION

.

$200 off select

4~edrooms.*
Bring in this ad and
qet an additional $100 off!*

Individual Leases
I

~able

·

'

with 8 HBOs, MTV & ESPN

•Lagoa"n-Style Pool ~laza with Jacuzzi
Orpington St.,

Colonial Dr.

.,

Washer/Dryer in Every Apartment
· Fully-Furnished Apartment Hornes

Fitness Center with Free-weights
Cove~ed Basketball Pavilion

, Internet Access
Amenities, Rents and Incentives subject to change.
*New residents signing a new lease agreement will

receive a check for the amount indicated.
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Help Wanted: General
125 Help Wanted: SaleJMarfceting
150 HelpWanted:Part-T1111e
17S HelpWanted:Full-Time
200 ForRent:Homes
225 For Rent: Apartments
' 250 Roommates
,.
275 Sublease
300 For Sale: General
.32S For Sale: Automotive
350 JorSale:Homes

Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day poteritial. ·
Good for students. ·
Training provided. No exp: needed.
Call 1·800·9S5·6520 ext 107.
Test Preparation Instructors Needed.
The UCF Division of Continuing
Education is looking for a few ·
experienced GAE, GMAT, and SAT
instructors. Must ,be experienced in
teaching algebra and writing. Must have
excellent communication skills.
Please send resume 't o ·
conted@mail.ucf.edu or fax to
407 ·882-0244.

400 Services
450
500
525
SSO
600
700

Retail
Events: Campus
Events:GreekUfe
Events: Off-Campus
Trawl
Wo!ship
soo· Miscellaneous
900 Wanted
!l99 Lost&.Found

· Need Pre-K & Assist.
Teacher with experien.ce,
UCF area. 407-340-4221.

E!11MM H¥%M9MfF 1

~- .

NOW HIRING

Sports Photographers
E-mail: sports@UCFnews,.com
407-447-4555 ext. 215

News Photographers

•

2J

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

By Phone: ( 407) 447-~~55
By Fa:x: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com

.5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS
3361 Rouse Road., #200
Orlando, FL 32817

In Person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

'i

Fff,lnternet marketing specialists. Will be
responsible for developing & optimizing
new content. Looking for comm.,
marketing, & writing majors. HTML exp.
' a plus. 2 pqs. avail., flex. hrs., relaxed '
$7-$8/hr. Longwood, Fla. Email
application to dave@onlinelabels.com.

t ·-

Pff Acct./Mngmt student nejeded for Fff
position. Looking for a detailed oriented,
dynamic, professional team player to
prepare weekly payroll for 90+
employees & assist in thlil overall HR
function incl. employee benefits' & group
insurance admin. Strong Microsoft Excel
skills req. Great Plains accounting
software exp. a + but not req. Will report
directly to the Controller & assist with
general accounting reports, accounts
payable data e'ntry, reconciliations ,
ADHOC reporting, special projects &
general areas of accounting as needed.
Must pos·s ess exc. human relations,
written & oral communications, org. and
prioritization of skills. Benefits incl. paid
vacation, holidays, health insurance,
401(k). Send· resume to
dennis@consolidatedlabel.com.

. UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
and apts. for rent. $550 to $1295.
Call 407-629-6330 or
www.Ofllrent.com to view our.
l rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.
TRENDY WINTER PARK LOCATIONlll
3/2, Living, family, sun and dining roqms.
2 car garage, excellent location. Newly
painted-and carpeted. $1450/mo. Call
407-644-6021 or 407-760-3700.

TCBY Treats lo9king for PT/FT Help.
Day and evening shifts.
·1 945 Aloma Ave. Winter Park.
Call 407-671-2888.

212.5 TOWNHOME IN CAMBRIDGE
Clf!CLE 2-STORY, 2 MASTER
BEDROOMS, W/D, FENCED PATIO,
TILE FLOORS & MORE!
http,://26274.rentclicks.com OR CALL
407-310-6583 $700/MO. PLUS
.
SECURITY .

Care Giver for 14 year old. Needs
transportation from school to home·.
Winter Park area. $8/hr;
Approx. 4hrs/day. Mon - ffri.
Call evenings 407-644-0491.

212 townhome in Sussex Place. 2 mi.
from UCF. New appliances and carpet.
W/D hookups. Community pool. ·
Landscaping incl. $695/mo plus security. .
Call 407-833-8199 or 407-381-5105.

Administrative front desk assistant
needed in LBV apartment complex. Good
benefits & 401 K. fvlust be n/s, bright,
good w/ people. Educ.. a plus. Fax resum·e
w/ pay request to 407-658-6103.
After schq_ol child care. Monday-Friday in
our Oviedo. home until 6
·p.m. Expectations are basic care, HW
assistance, and a limited trans. to local
practices for. 3 children. K,-1st & 4th
graders. Salary offered is $10/hour.
Respond to Patrick or Annmarie at'
407-366-9396 or 407-557-5213.

>

•

SUMMER AD RATES

SUMM;ER SCHEDULE:
1 week:
4wee~: ;

PAYMENT METHODS
Oasli, Check, Mastercard
VISA, ~X, Discover

(407) 4474555 ·• dassifietls@UCFn~ws.com

·
12 weeks:
·BOiding:
Large Headlµie:

HELP WANl'EQ IOOI. mlDEN[
$15/wk
$HVwk
$6/wk
$9/wk
$5/Wk '
$14/wk
$8/wk • $4/wk
$13/Wk
$'1/wk
$1/wk ' " -$1/wk'
$1/wk
$1/wk
$1/wk

Ch~s listed above include an ad

• characters per line.

..

of up io five lliies,.35

$1:/wk for' each additionalline.

,

1 Mo. FREE RENT No sec. dep. F
needed to take lease starting Aug. '04.
$526/mo. at Jefferson Lofts. Fully fµrn.,
W/D,. free tanning, Internet, 8 HBO
channels, & pool and spa. Call
'321-720-7665.

DOWNTOWN/DELANEY PARK
Students have 1 rm avail. in beautiful
home in historic neighb9rhood. Walk to
lakes/parks/dwntwnffhorton Park. Wood
floors, new appliances, CHA, big yard.
$450/mo. + 1/3 util. Call 727-2.43-0540.

www.collegerentals.com
UCF's besi apartment search .
fo( college students!

F grad student seeking a NS,
responsible F to move-in with or to find a
2/.2 apt./house with. Will need a place by
Aug. 04. Preferably no pets.
Please call 407-375-3QB9.

Roommate wanted for a 4/2 home. ,Close
io UCF off McCulfoch. Home fully furn.
except bedroom $470/mo. incls. utilities,
" W/D, Cable, Roadrunner. 407-281-0849
or561 -312-9411 .
·'
CONDO - Hunters Reserve, upstairs
corner unit. 2 bed/2 bath~ $850/mth.
.Washing machine and vaulted ceilings fn
unit. Largest floor plan. No pets.
Available in July. Call 407-230-2219

FREE RENl

1 & 2 bedroom
Floor Plans
We Take Co-Signers_!·

Room for rent in 3 bedroom house.
Waterford Lakes area. Must like cats.
No parties. $550 util. incl.
Call 407-282-7560.
2 rooms avail. in a large house close
to UCF. Incl. In ground pool, W/D,.
full kitchen. $350/mnth. + split util.
Call 407-641-4205.
Female roommate nEleded ASAP .for
2bed/2 bath apt/home on Dean and
Colonial. Pff student only.' Christian
preferred. Only $310/mnth·: plus 1/2 util.
Call 321-27~-5096.

Room for rent in a 4/3 quiet
.neighborhood. 5 min. fonn UCF. Pool,
DSL, cable, util. incL $400/mo.
Call 407-971-1573.
Room for Rent. $400/mo. util. incl.
including basic c·able. Sec. Dep. w/ cable
Internet access. Behind UCE: 10 min.
drive. Plenty of parking. 1/4 acre of land.
, Call Steve at 407-267-4982.
Avalon Park: 1 room avail. in 3/2 town
home. Fully furn. living area. $450/mo.
for entire upstairs + 1/3 util. Cable and
comm. pooi incl. Flex. leases, no pets.
Please call 407-489-8127.

Room for rent in 3/2 Home in quiet
Oviedo neighborhood. 7 min. from UCF,
W/D, local phone, cable, 2 car gar.
$375/mo plus shared util. Call Kent at
407-497•8213.
M/F wanted for bdrm in a 3/2.5 home. 3
miles from UCF. 2100 sq. ft, W/D, digital
cable, big screen TV, wireless int. $350 +
1/3 util. In Oviedo neighborhood w/ pool
& tennis. Call Jakki 407-399-9734.
F UCF student seeking resp., neat, NS,
F roomm,a te. No pets. ~475/mo incl:
furnished house in a very nice
sµbdivision . 6 mi. from.UCF and 2.mi.
· from'Waterford Lakes. Util. , cable,
ln~ernet access, and local phone service.
Also incl. pool and terinis court access.
·
Call Nicole at'407-616-2221
Roommate needed for beautiful 312
home in Waterford Lakes. $400 w/Litilities
included. Preferably nonsmoker.
Available June 23. Contact:Jerry @
(407) 923- 488~

Roommate wanted. 4/bd house. Alafaya
Woods. $460/mo. util. incl., ethernet,
WID. cable & phol')e. No Pets. Avail now.
F looking for nice, clean roommate to ·
Furn. if needed. Call 407-828-2664
share 212 condo in Ventura Country
t daytime or 407-~98-1263 after 6 p.m.
Club. Guard gated, fully furn. bdrm, util.
MASTER BEDROC>M $375 ALL11NCL.
incl. $450/mo. Curry Ford & Goldenrod.
or std. bdrm $325 with pool, cable, indr.
Call 407-384-6244 for more info
. gym. all privileges, 5 mins from UCF.
3 rooms available for females to share
,..Sec. $100. Ask for Jose 407-298-1556 or
with females in 4/2 home near UCF.
leave msg. 9-6.
Fully furnished. N/S, no pets please.
3 F NS roommates· needed in gorgeous
2bd - $325/mo. 1 bd $275/mo. plus
4/2 home. 2 .5 mi. from UCF. $500/mo.
utilities. Call 407-319-3751.
all inclusive + pool at club house, scrnd
2 clean; qui~t and NS roommates,.
'porch, 2 car gar., furn. except bedrooms.
wanted. 3/2 home In UCF/Suncrest
Avail. 08/04. Please call Elena at
area. Unfurn. bds. $500/mo. Incl.
561-718-8189 or saphire0924@msn.com.
util., W/D, cable, phone, and scrnd
P,orch. HS Internet s~parate. Avail.
Dean and University Area., 1 room for
NOW!!! Email: kleinst_42@yahoo.com
rent in a 4/2 pool home w/ 2 car garage
with name and number.
on corner lot. W/D. $325/mo. + 1/4 ·util.
Av~il. 07/01 /04. Call Shannon at
2 Rooms for Rent, $425 Each
407-405-7854 or email
4/2 2-yr old house, 4 miles from ·ucF
brownshanny@bellsouth.net
seeking clean, ,quiet, Non-smokers
Include Utils, W/ D, broadband, phone
2 roommates wanted for 4/3 house with
Avail 6/ 1/04, call 407-207-8548.
pool. 3000 sq. ft. beautiful property. $379
'
plus util. Fully furnished with wireless
Two Roommates Needed
to fill newly
cable, UCF students call 407-282-4246.
remodeled 3/2 hm in Azalea Park 10
Ask for Ian. Move-in b/w June and Aug.
mins. from UCF. $500/mo. w/util
incl. Imm. open, o/dr pets welcome,
contact Beth @ 404-725-0487.

M/F wanted for furnished BDRM in
new 3 bdrm home on lake, gated
comm, 6 mins from UCF,'$475/mo
Incl. util, n/s, no pets, sec sys, pool
& tennis. Call 407-482-3202 or
239-461-5101 •or 239-633-9400.

1 Master Bedroom/Bath in large house to
share w/ 2 roommates. No smoking, no ·
pets. Close to UCF.' $485' a month plus
utilities. Avail. Aug. 1st Call
407-312-5583 or 407-681-9289.

,;

UCF area - 10 mins. away. Female only.
$450 I mo. incl. every1hing. Pref. N/S.
Call 407-243-2630.

I

Part Ume help to assist disabled
person on weekends and/or nighttime. Good opportunity for students
interested in healthcare. Close to
UCF. Call John at 107-678-1729.

E-mail: editor@UCFnews.com
· 407-447-4555 ext. 213

Valet parking attendants needed for the
Orlando/Winter Park area. Seasonal
positions avail·. Great pay. ·immediate
opening~ available. 407-971-9131.

Marketirig Coordinator for Luxury apt.
comm. in Maitland, No apt. exp. needed.
We welcome recent grads!!! EOE/DFWP.
Grand Reserve at Maitland Park.
Fax resume fo 4Q7-660-2360.

Full' time receptionist for ,r.eal estate office
on University Blvd. near UCF. Must have
FL real estate license. E-mail resumes to
charlotte.williams @era.com.

Earn high commissions. Outside sales.
Flexible schedule. ·Email resume to
bryanwright.@verizon.net.
Toll Free 1-888-680-9094.

'

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

MYSTERY SHOPPERS NEEDED!
Perfect for students. Flexible; work from
· home or school. FT/PT make
your own hours. (800) 830-8066

IN-HOUSE TECHNICIAN

'

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Swim Instructors wanted to teach
summer swim classes Fff, Pff
$10.00-$12.00/hr + bonuses. Come work
for Sharks and Minnows and change the
quality of a child's life. Call 407-699-1992.
www.sharksaridminnows.net

Radiology equipment remanufacturer
seeking PC programmer. Immediate
op~ning with a great opportunity for
experience as well as possible
advancement with expanding company.
Contact: 407-438-5636 or emai.1resume .
to BobbyS@amberUSA.com

•.•••••••

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

DROP POUNDS and Save Money on
meals with ShapeWorks,
FREE consultation.
. 813-248-1501, 888-250-3390
www.Dieters-Delight.net

Two Men and a Truck is looking for
FT/PT team members to move
residential/commercial customers.
Must be neat in appearance, have
clean driving record, strong work ethic, &
exc. customer skills. We offer excellent
wages+ tips & bonus·et1. 407-816-0915.
We are located west of the airport
at 2901 McCoy Rd, between
Conway and Ora~ge Ave.

•

r·.

ll

Administrative front desk assistant
needed in LBV apartment complex.
·Good benefits & 401K. Must be n/s,
bright, good w/ people. Educ. a plus .. Fax
resume w/ pay request to 407-658-6103.

()
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NOW HIRING
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ADVERTISING SALES
·REPRESENTATIVE
15 -20 hours per week

Schola·rship plus commission
FAX RESUMES TO 407!447-4556

or EMAIL: mlanaris@UCFnews.com

.GRAND .Magazine _·
The nation's first major magazine for grandparents

• Launching statewide in· Florida this summer.
• Need repsto set up locatio.ns for readers .
to pick up the magazine free!
·Easy, NO SELLING. Training·a~d materials
provided. $10 per location.

Fan(astic opportunify for career minded ind" iduals to ork in a·
live en ·ronment selling.exciting
Cruise acations~
.
'

~)

'\

(j

Call for more information:
'

WWW.GRANDMAGAZINEONLINE.COM
Email: jonmicocci@att.net or info@graodmagazineonline.com

( J

'' Phone: (toll free) 866 327_-903911, Ask for Jonathan
()

Crossword
••

•
'

Room for Rent in 4/3 House on Dean
Road. $400/mo. + 1/4 utilities. 2 stories,
2 car garage, W/D. Available Nowl
Call Kristen at 407-765-2033 ·

F needed for master bdrm/ private bath
$370/mo. + 1/2 util. W/D, full kitchen,
lawn service, no pets. Lease ends July
2004. Renewals avail. Move in ASAP!
Call bisa @ 407-923-8880 .

Female student roommate needed for
brand new 3 bed 2 1/2 bath villa @
Waterford Lakes. $425/mo + util. Move in
Aug '04. NS & clean a MUSTI
Call Lisa @ 954-648-1600
Female roommate wanted to share 4/3
close to UCF: N/S. No pets. $500/mo.
Utilities, Internet, & cable included.
Call Angie 407-366-4035 or
954-49~-8659.

A HOUSE FOR NEXT FALL?
We can help free of charge! Contact the
UCF Real Estate Advising Group at
UCFRealEstate@yahoo.com.

2 great rooms avail. Aug., near UCF,
pool, clubhouse, tennis cdurts, lake.
$500/mo., yearly lease.
Call Sherry /Todd@ 954-753-2247.

Washing Machine
Maytag washer for sale, approximately 4
yrs. old $150. Please contact Kandi
@407-249-2223 -or407-521-4234 ext.269

Bed-King Size
King mattress pillow top, dbl sided
cost $1100 sacrifice @ $300
contact 407-660-1415

Clean and Responsil;lle
House in Waterford Lakes. $500/mo. All
util. incl. Fast access DSL. Call Lindsay
at 954-701-3806.

Poker Table/Dinette
Honey-dark cherry in color 4 leather
coaster chairs. Cost $3800 sacrifice for
$1400. Contact 407-660-1415

2 rooms avail rn 3/2 home 8 mins. from
UCF. Clean, Quiet female roommates
wanted. Rent. incl. ALL util. + ethernet.
$425 a month. Furn. avail. if needed.
Avail. ASAP. Call, 407-277-0259.

PATRICK'S NEWER-USED
Major appliances: W/D sets, microwave
ovens, dishwashers, etc. all with
warranties. Discount to students and
faculty deliv.avail. contact 407-679-161"6

2 roommates needed for a 4/3 house.
Incl. all util + hot tub & ethemet. Brand
new home less than 1 min.

Dining Table

ucc;i ~3~~~~~~6~~50/mo.

Heritage 96" dbl. Ped., cherry wood, 5·
chairs, 50" buffet & china Cost $7K
sacrifice@ $1650 contact 407-660-1415

Bedroom
Bombay cherry wood sleigh completely
unused still boxed cost $7K sell for $1650
Contact 407-660-1415

Best Price in Town!!!
Room avall. with private bath In
Pegasus Landing. 3rd floor.
Furnished with all utllltles Included.
Savings over $100 a month.
$399/mo. Call 305-343-1129.
1 bedroom/1 bath in a 2/2 @Jefferson
Commons. M or F $575 a month all
utilities included. W/D, 3 HBOs, & private
shuttle to UCF. Very Clean! Avail. ASAP.
Call Keen @954-243-9051.
2/2 available in Heather Glen. M/F. Avail.
eni::I of June. $415/mo. + util. Quiet area.
Apt. w/ fireplace. Pets allowed. 2 mi.
from UCF. 6 mos. lease. Avail for
renewal. Call Alisha at 407-399-6984.

I'

Please take over my lease! Beautiful .
Village at Alafaya apartments. $490/mo.
Own room & attached bathroom.
Wonderful roommates, & one month paid
rent! Please contact Henriette at (407)
247 6817, or e-mail hettiki@earthlink.net
Furnished room avail. 3/3 apartment
at Pegasus Landing. $485/mo. 1 year
lease. M/F. All utilities included.
Great roommates. NO MOVE-IN FEES.
Available ASAP. Call 727-534-3052.

Home For Sale by Owner
2002 3/2 home Immediately avail. 5
mlns. from UCF; new cond W/D Incl.
Contact Maureen for appt.
@ 407-620-5616 call 11nytlme
3/2 POOL HOME. Minutes from UCF.
All ceramic tile & wood floors.
No homeowner's association .
Immaculate condition. Asking $168;500.
Call for appointment 407-384-6641 .

Moving Sale

, No Place Like Home

from

LOOKING TO RENT/BUY

2 separate leases In 4/4 at Peg~sus
Landing. $490 and $500 a mo. Incl.
all utll. No move-In fee. Avail. ASAP.
Contact Jamie at 407-376-4835.

Want to build EQUITY instead of paying
rent every month?
.Looking for a house to buy ?
Let me help you find the right house at
no charge! Please Call Nancy at EXIT
Realty (407)765-6127 or
nancyexitrealty@yahoo.com

7pc Mstr. Bed set, kitchen barstools
desk chair, footstool anything not
being moved MUST be sold! Contact
Maureen anytime @ 407-620-5816

Room avail. July 1 for responsible and
clean female in 3/2 home. Quiet area at
University and Suntree. 5 min. from UCF.
$475/mo incl. all util. No pets, N/S.
Call Ashley at 321-377-0808.

•

1bd/1 ba in 4/4 at Jefferson Commons.
Old Renewal rate only $485/mo.I All util.
incl., 3rd floor, tennis ct. view. Free
- shuttle to UCF. Beautiful pool. Call
Anthony at 954-461-6939.

Place your ad In minutes! Call
us at 407-447-4555 or e-mail your
ad to classlfleds@UCFnews.com

Rooms for rent •.5 min. from UCF in new
4 bedroom house, new neigh. Lg. rooms,
back yard faces preserve. House furn.,
bedrooms not. Sec. sys., high-speed
wireless Internet, cable t.v., 77CH
$525/mo. all util. incl. 954-816-3127.

•

Honda C ivic 1989
4-door white sedan. Very good condition.
Great gas mileage. New brakes/tires.
$1,500 OBO. Call 407-359-9297 or
407-716-8314

Pool Table
'

Solid wood inch slate, K-66 rails choice
of colored felt, FREE accessory kit.
Cost $4500 a sacrifice @ $1100
contact: 407-660-1415
WANTED Musical Merchandise
Amplifiers, guitars, Pro Audio,
Keyboards, Sound Mods, Recording
&Home Audio. ALL FOR CASH!!
contact: 407-383-9980

1996 Honda Civic EX $3000
2 Door, Moonroof, Spoiler
Power Windows/Doors. A/C
110k Miles. Runs Great.
Call Matt 407-927-6479.
2002 Nissan Sentra
Auto, Gold, 36K miles
Excellent Condition. $8,500/0BO
Call 407-657-7132 or email
nightbae@hanmail.net

Earn this marketable degree
at Florida's most prestigious
university!
• MPtt Gr~duate pr1;>gtam
• l5 credlt cerjifica~e pi;ograxn ·

The UF doll~ge of fublic Health and Health
Professions now offers the complete breadth
of training needed for graduates to succeed
in the rewarding public health envkom:nent.
0

UNIVERSITY OF

FLORIDA

For more information
about the program:

phone • 352-273-6443
email• mph@phhp.ufl.edu
web • www.mph.ufl.edu

ACROSS
1 Persian ruler
5 After-bath
powders
10 Point
14 California wine
valley
'
15 Intense hatred
16 _ podrlda
17 Culture medium
18 Synagogue
leader
19 College credit
20 Gather into
wrinkles
22 Repeat
24 Comprehend
25 Unwilling
28 Rajah's wives
29 Attack from a
low-flylng
aircraft
33 Shqwed up
36 Scarlett's
plantation
38 Slugger Maris
\39 Accumulate
41 Get handed a
bum_
42 Immature
43 One-handed
basketball shot
44 Nautical leader?
46 Fort Dix meal
47 Routine tasks
49 Exists
51 Asp and gecko
53 Die dot
56 Type of reactor
59 Flow out
61 Mil. course
62 Nary a soul
65 Neighborhood
66 Dad's sister
67 Andrea the
dictator of
Genoa
68 Lab container
69 Brewed drinks
70 Hardy wheat
71 Building wings
DOWN
1 Ginger cookies
2 The _,
Netherlands
3 Swtttly
4 Listen up!
5 Deluge

O 200U'riburie Uedi• Servlcn, tnc.
A ll right• reHrved.

6 Mathematician
Byron
7 Pol. party
8 Threedimensional
9 Thwacks, oldstyle
10 Where judges
work
11 Elbow-wrist
connection
12 Narrow cut
13 _de fole gras
21 Important time
23 Way In
26 Small crown
27 Haifa citizen
28 Raises from the
· dead
30 Chills and fever
31 Marshes
32 Units of work
33 Math subj.
34 Indian
nursemaid
35 BLT spread
37 Shower month
40 Velocity
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Pig out
Exhausts
WNW's opposite
Move as a group
Danger .
Utopian
Rings

56
57
S8
60

Spoiled child
Reprobate
Siclllan mounr
Spelunker's
mllleu
63 Lode load
64 Nothing at all

Please see solutions in next issue - Wed. 6/30

You'll notice the difference in your lawn.Not in your wallet.

:111)

Take the required 63 hour Florida Real
Estate Associate Pre-License course in
the privacy of your own home and at
your own pace. Go to our web site at
SCHOOLOFREALTY.COM. or call
407-929-2997 for more info.
Af(ordable School of Real Estate, LLC
License # ZH1002093

www. isheaven4real.com
24 lesson bible prophecy course.
Jesus is coming soon l Be ready.
www.bibleuniverse.com

Daniel's Tutoring Service .
Tutors available in ALL math classes
K-12, college level, entrance exams.
407-427-0067.

LOST something valuable?
FOUND a free adl

Tutoring Available
Financial Accounting, Quant Tools,
and many other classes available.
$20 per session or a full term rate.
Call Hare! (407) 362-2726.
NEED A LAWYER?
CALL A-A-A Attorney Referral Service
24/Hrs 7/Days for Criminal D.e fense, DUI,
Personal Injury, Wrongful Death,
Workers Comp., Divorce/Marital Law,
Corporate, Immigration,
Bankruptcy/Foreclosure, Wills/Probate,
All Civil & C riminal Matters.
1-800-733-5342.

" '/.

Lost & Found Classifieds.are free to
those in need and those who wish to help.

(enttal '1odba 1utui-e
· Call a classified representative to place '
your ad today.
(407) 447-4555
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- JS

Lost Chihuahua.
Reward!
Needs Medication.
Please Call 407-923-6023.

,....,

View all classifieds onllne anytime
at www.UCFnews.com!
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to always have m9ney
I) Never sperid any.
2) Donate plasma.
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Earn S180I month dona.ting
your life-saving plasma.

DCI Biologicals Orlando • 1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500 • 321-235-9100
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June 23,2004 • (entta( jlorlba 1iitme
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·. Job line
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Walk Ins welcome·!.
m 1GH SPEED 24-hour Internet in all bedrooms
· · IDIGITAL TV Programming with 60+ chann~IS
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DJNLIMITED local phone se~ice (4 private lines)
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IJtL UTILITIES INCLUDED: Electricity, alarm,
water, sewage, trash & pest control, gated access

Ot'\11 mile from UCF ca111pus

What Residents Say:
lChellter <~)Jones
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"After checking the other
aparlments, I gratetully
discovered Rlverw/nd. None
Is looking for comfort {size)
; and a 118Cure, friendly college
atmosphere, this Is the beat
. 1/11/ng situation."

ua Shuttle service Available
/

"Community features are
excellent. lind tlHlre are
~'Jufllr act1111ttes
going on all lfHI'~.~

"I've llllfid In·Rlverwlnd for

two yeant and It Nia by far
been my beat llvlng
experience..,

Reserve Your Suite Today!

407-359-2815

eJJ
e-d·inforatl@riverwindapts.net
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